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A Famous Sijo

Though I die and die again,

though I may die a hundred times,

Long after my bones have turned to dust,

whether there is life after death or not.

My red heart, forever loyal to my lord,

will never fade away.

Jeong Mong-ju (1337-1392)



A Famous Sijo



Sijo Form

● Has three lines of about 15 syllables 

each (so, 45 total).

● Lines may be split into two parts.

● First line introduces theme.

● Second line develops theme.

● Final line starts with a "twist" or "turn."

● Final line ends with resolution.



Sijo Form

A shadow strikes the water below;

a monk passes by on the bridge,

● First line introduces theme



Sijo Form

A shadow strikes the water below;

a monk passes by on the bridge,

"Stay awhile, reverend sir,

let me ask you where you go."

● First line introduces theme.

● Second line develops theme.



Sijo Form

A shadow strikes the water below;

a monk passes by on the bridge,

"Stay awhile, reverend sir,

let me ask you where you go."

He just points his staff at the white clouds

● First line introduces theme.

● Second line develops theme.

● Final line starts with a "twist" or "turn."



Sijo Form

A shadow strikes the water below;

a monk passes by on the bridge,

"Stay awhile, reverend sir,

let me ask you where you go."

He just points his staff at the white clouds

and keeps on his way without turning.

● First line introduces theme.

● Second line develops theme.

● Final line starts with a "twist" or "turn."

● Final line ends with resolution.



Sijo Form

● Let's count syllables!

A shadow strikes the water below;

a monk passes by on the bridge,

"Stay awhile, reverend sir,

let me ask you where you go." 

He just points his staff at the white clouds 

and keeps on his way without turning.

17

13

18

= 48
Chong Ch’ol (1536-1593)



Sijo Samples

By moonlight I sit all alone

in the lookout on Hansan Isle.

My sword is on my thigh.

I am submerged in deep despair.

From somewhere the shrill note of a pipe . . . 

Will it sever my heartstrings?

Yi Sun-sin (1545-1599)



Sijo Singing

Blue Stream! Within these green mountains, swiftly coursing, do not boast.

On reaching the open sea, it is difficult to return

The bright moon shines on the vacant mountain. Won’t you rest before you go?

Ch’ongsanri pyokkyesu ya sui kamul charang mara

Ilto ch’anghae hamyon tora ogi oryowora

Myongwol i mankongsan hani suyo kandul ottori.

Hwang Ji-ni (c. 1506-1544)



Sijo Samples

A cold room, full of fear

I sit and wait with a

Five-inch needle in my spine

They slice my abdomen, my uterus

A new life at last

Worth every tear and stitch

Sara Hipsher

Excel Center Kokomo



Sijo Samples

Breakfast

For this meal, people like what they like,

the same every morning.

Toast and coffee. Bagel and juice.

Cornflakes and milk in a white bowl.

(Wait, we’re missing something.)

Linda Sue Park (present)



Sijo Samples

Breakfast

For this meal, people like what they like,

the same every morning.

Toast and coffee. Bagel and juice.

Cornflakes and milk in a white bowl.

(Write the last two lines on your own.)

Linda Sue Park (present)



Sijo Samples

Breakfast

For this meal, people like what they like,

the same every morning.

Toast and coffee. Bagel and juice.

Cornflakes and milk in a white bowl.

Or -- warm, soft, and delicious --

a few extra minutes in bed.

Breakfast

For this meal, people like what they like,

the same every morning.

Toast and coffee. Bagel and juice.

Cornflakes and milk in a white bowl.

Linda Sue Park (present)



Sijo Writing



Sijo Writing



She leans her head towards her daughter,

Smiling at the girl’s outstretched hands.

They laugh, oblivious to 

The crowds in the temple courtyard

Meanwhile, my own judgement occludes

The serenity I seek

Sijo Writing















Sijo Writing
● You can write about one of the pictures 

we’ve looked at, if you’d like. 

● If not, think about something that’s 

important to you. Something like, 

perhaps, getting an education. 

● Think of two things to say about this.

● Next, think of a way to change our 

perception of your topic, the “twist.”

● Then, just wrap it up. It’s that easy.



Sijo Form

● Has three lines of about 15 syllables 

each (so, 45 total).

● Lines may be split into two parts.

● First line introduces theme.

● Second line develops theme.

● Final line starts with a "twist" or "turn."

● Final line ends with resolution.



Sijo Share Out

● After you’ve written a quick sijo, read 

your poem to your group.

● Choose one poem from your group to 

read to the whole bunch of us.

● We’ll reconvene in about 15 minutes 

and hear a few of them.

● Again, don’t overthink things. You’re 

already a great poet. It’s just putting it 

to paper.
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